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Abstract

where servers, workstations, and LANs 'are interconnected by 'an interconnecting medium; this medium is
also connected to B-ISDN (see Figure 1).

The profusion of L A N s und the substantial increase in
LAN traflc volume have created a demand for LAN
interconnection that facilitates the move towards
B-ISDN. This is an importanl step towards the realizution of a "global communications network". In this
paper, we study the performance of an interconnection
scenario where servers, workstations, and L A N s ure
interconnected by an interconnecting medium. ATM
switching technology is an attractive candidate for the
interconnecting medium because high-speed switches can
be built at relatively low cost. A competing technology is
DQDB, which is the IEEE 802.6 standard for Metropolitan Area Networks. A model is developed to study the
performance differences of ATM switches and DQDB
when used as interconnecting media. Simulation results
for different network configurations and traffic scenarios
ure presented.
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Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network
(B-ISDN) [l] is becoming widely accepted as the public
network of the future. It uses Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) as its switching and multiplexing technique. B,andwidth is allocated on dem,and using 53-byte
data units called cells [21. ATM supports a wide range of
services, including voice, data and video, and provides a
flexible means to multiplex these traffic types onto the
s,me physical network.
Recently, we have seen a profusion of Local Area Networks (LANs) and a substantial increase in the volume of
LAN traffic. Such activities create a dem,md for LAN
interconnection that facilitates a move towards B-ISDN.
This is M important step towards the realization of a
"global communications network. In this paper, we
study the performance of 'an interconnection scenario
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Figure 1
LAN Interconnection
ATM switching technology is an attractive wndidate
for the interconnecting medium because high-speed
switches cim be built at relatively low cost. A competing
technology is Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB),
which is the IEEE 802.6 standard for Metropolitan Area
Networks [3]. DQDB is also cell based, with the same
cell size as that of ATM. The topology of DQDB consists of two time-slotted unidirectional busses providing
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1: Introduction
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High-speed

communication in opposite directions. The distributed
queue is implemented by requiring each station to maintain a counter which indicates the number of data segments (cells) to be transmitted ahead of this station by
downstream smions. When a station has a segment to
tr,ulsmit, it uses of the contents of this counter to determine when to <accessthe channel. DQDB is, therefore, a
shared-medium technology. DQDB is compatible with
ATM in terms of cell size <andpayload. It is also capable
of providing similar services.
In this paper, we compare the performance of the two
interconnecting media mentioned above, namely ATM
switching <andDQDB. We develop a perform<ancemodel
and obtain simulation results for various network configurations ‘and traffic scenarios. Our results would help in
justifying the use of ATM switches or DQDB as interconnecting media for LAN interconnection. Indeed, we
show that by configuring the network properly, the delay
incurred within the interconnecting media CM be made
only a sm‘d fraction of the total delay.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes our performrance model. Section 3 presents a
performrance comparison between an ATM switch and
DQDB as interconnection media. Finally, Section 4
su”,uizes our findings <andpresents some possibilities
for future work.

We assume that permanent connections are established
between each source-destination pair and maintained
throughout the simulation. We further assume that the
payload in an ATM cell is 48 bytes and that cell-by-cell
forwarding is performed. These assumptions are compaable with the services provided by AAL type 5 [4].
Cells ,arriving at an output port of the switch, or at a
multiplexer, are handled independently, and are buffered
in a single queue which is serviced fnst-in-fmt-out
(FIFO) by the outgoing link. We assume that all links
between the interface modules and the switch carry ATM
cells at a rate of 45 Mb/s. The time unit used in the
simulation is the time required to transmit one 53-byte
ATM cell on a 45 Mb/s channel (approx. 9.42 ps). This
time unit is referred to as a slot. All transmission lines in
our model are assumed to be error-free.
Packets ‘arriving at an interface module (from a host or
<an Ethemet) are segmented into ATM cells before being
transmitted on the ATM portion of the network. Each of
these cells is given a sequence number <andone of the following o p e indicators: SCM (single-cell message), BOM
(beginning of message), EOM (end of message), or COM
(continuation of message). Sequence numbers and cell
types are irrelevant within the ATM portion of the network, where cell-by-cell forwarding is performed. However, they are used by an interface module to reassemble
cells from the ATM portion and to detect incomplete
packets. Incomplete packets are simply dropped. We
assume that the cells comprising a given packet are
received in sequential order by the interface module
unless they are dropped at the switch. This follows
because <dlcells belonging to a given source-destination
pair will follow the s‘me route through the network.

2: Performance model
In this section we describe the performance model
used in our simulation.

2.1: Network model

2.1.2: DQDB: The DQDB network in our simulation
is modeled explicitly at the medium access control
(MAC) layer in accordance with the specification in the
IEEE 802.6 standard document [3]. The DQDB network
consists of K equidistiantly-sp“d interface stations
(each corresponding to ‘an interface module for ‘an Ethernet or a host), and two Headend station (HOA ‘and HOB
for busses A ‘and B, respectively). Headend smtions generate empty slots, 53 bytes each, at a rate of 45 Mb/s.
As in the ATM switch model, packets <arrivingat M
interface skztion (from a host or an Ethemet) are segmented into cells. These cells are then buffered for
transmission on a DQDB bus. Cells from stzztion i destined to stzztion j ‘are forwarded on bus A if i < j and on
bus B if i>j. Within the DQDB portion of the network,
each of these cells independently contends for channel
access. Cells are 53 bytes in length with a 48-byte payload this is compatible with AAL type 5 .

We consider a scenario consisting of LANs ‘and hosts
(servers or workstations) interconnected by M interconnecting medium. The LANs (Ethemets) are modeled
explicitly while the hosts are modeled as packet sources.
In this paper, the data unit within the interconnecting
medium is cC2lleda cell, ‘and that outside the interconnecting medium is called a packet.
2.1.1: ATM switch:
ATM
switch

Our model consists of a single
and
a
number
of
multiplexers/demultiplexers. The ATM switch is an
intemally non-blocking, output-buffered fast packet
switch. Multiplexers/demultiplexers may be used to
combineheparate streams of tr,?ffcfrom ‘and to a group
of LANs and hosts. Interface modules, situated between
each LAN or host and the ATM portion of the network,
perform segmenation and reassembly of packets, a function of the ATM Adzzptiztion Layer (AAL).
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Destination DQDB stations are responsible for
reassembly of packets. Reassembled p'ackets are then
forwarded to Ethemets or hosts. It should be noted that
segmenkition and reassembly are p.ut of the DQDB protocol 'and that a DQDB stition (or an interface module)
may be thought of as resembling a remote MAC bridge.
This would then comply with the transparent bridge
specification for DQDB [SI.
Our model also allows for the erasure node segmentclearing function. We implement the erasure node algorithm in [6] which is being considered as the basis for the
IEEE 802.6e erasure node standard [7].

configurations for connecting eight Ethemets 'and two
hosts.
Two ATM switch configurations are considered. The
first configuration consists of two multiplexers, each
combining the traffic from four Ethemets 'and one host
(see Figure 2). In the second configuration, we again use
two multiplexers, but each is connected to only the four
Ethemets, while the hosts have direct links to the ATM
switch (see Figure 3). Interface modules in these two
diagrams <are labeled "I". As well, three DQDB configurations are considered. In the first, hosts are pl"d on
extreme ends of the DQDB bus close to Headend nodes
(see Figure 4). In the second, hosts are placed in the middle of the bus (see Figure 5). The third configuration
makes use of emure nodes to achieve spatial reuse on
the bus (see Figure 6). For ease of reference, these configurations will be referred to as configuration ATM-1,
ATM-2, DQDB-1, DQDB-2 and DQDB-3, respectively.
To simplify the presentation of the DQDB configurations, Figures 4-6 do not explicitly show either Ethemets
or hosts. Instead the figures only show interface modules
marked "E" (denoting an Ethemet interface) and "H"
(denoting a host interf'xe).
Note that configurations DQDB-1 and DQDB-2 are
similar to ATM-1 which uses 2 output ports of the
switch. That is, all three configurations have 90 Mb/s of
t o d bandwidth available to them (two 45 Mb/s channels). Configuration DQDB-3, in which the host traffic
is isolated by erasure nodes, is M attempt to construct a
DQDB configuration which is similar to ATM-2 where
hosts have separate links.
To ensure a f<aircomparison between ATM switches
<andDQDB as interconnecting medLi, we set the propagation delays such that all configurations sp,m an
equivalent geographical area. Assume that the ATM
switch is at the center of an imagin'uy circle, with the
interface modules on the perimeter, in either configuration ATM-1 or ATM-2. We set the diskance between
DQDB stations such that the one-way end-to-end propagation dehy is equal to the circumference of the circle.
For the experiments in this section, the radius of the
ATM configurations is 4 slots in length, resulting in a
one-way end-to-end propagation delay of 25 slots for the
DQDB configurations.

2.1.3: Ethernet: The Ethemets are modeled explicitly
at the MAC layer. Each of them has N stiitions spaced
equidiskantly dong the channel. Skitions 1 to N-1 are
regular Ethemet SkitionS, while station N is the interface
module. A packet requesting transmission at one of the
N-1 Ethemet stations is placed in a station buffer and
serviced on the channel according to the C S W C D protocol. Some percentage of the packets generated within a
given Ethemet have destinations extemd to that Ethernet. These packets are received and forwarded by the
interf'xe module. Packets "iving from outside the Ethemet are collected by the interface module, which then
contends for the ch,mnel with the other stiitions, to
tr'ansmit the "iving packets to their respective destinations.

2.2: Traffic models
We assume that for txch Ethemet, packet "ivals at a
given station follow a Poisson distribution with rate LE.
A v'ariety of packet length distributions are considered.
All inter-arrival times, packet lengths 'and destination
assignments are assumed to be independent.
The host traffic is assumed to consist mainly of bursty
interactive traffic 'and file transfers. We therefore model
the "ival of packets from a host to its interface module
as an Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP) (see [81 and [91).
The IPP source model alternates between an active stiite,
during which "ivals are Poisson with rate A H , and an
idle stiite, during which no "ivals occur. This model is
commonly used to account for bursty tr'affic sources. As
with the Ethemet packets, various packet-length distributions are considered, 'and no dependencies are assumed.

3: Performance comparison
In this section we present experiments performed
using our simulation model. We compare the performance of a number of possible ATM switch and DQDB
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Figure 2
ConfigurationATM-1

Figure 3
ConfigurationATM-2
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ConfigurationDQDB-3
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Each Ethernet in the configurations considered is composed of N = 4 stations, one of which is the interface
module. The propagation delay between consecutive stations is 5 bytes in length. Of the packets generated at the
regular Ethernet stztions, 50% are 64 bytes in length
(control packets), while the other 50% are 1500 bytes in
length (fde transfers). This bimodal model for packetlength distribution is used to approximate traffic measurements performed on Ethemets having client-server
traffic (see [lo] and 1113). where a large proportion of the
packets were found to be either the minimum or the maximum Ethernet packet length. The offered load from the
regular stations is 30% (i.e., 3 Mb/s), 'and an additional
load is added ;LS a result of the incoming traffic from the
interface module. Kzlf of the packets generated by the
regular smtions leave the Ethernet. 20% of these are
addressed to hosts (10% to each) 'and the other 80% are
equally dispersed amongst the remaining seven Ethernets. Each Ethernet station can buffer up to 4096 bytes
of d m . The interface module is also equipped with a
reassembly buffer.
The host traffic sources have a peak bit rate of 45
Mb/s and a mean burst length of 100 slots (close to 1
ms). The mean bit rate is varied to observe different
loads on the network. Host packet lengths vary as follows. 50% of the p'wkets 'are short (64 bytes),
corresponding to control packets. The other 50% of the
packets are long, corresponding to fde transfers. Long
packets destined for an Ethernet are 1500 bytes in length,
while those tr'msferred between hosts are 2400 bytes (50
cells) in length. 80% of host packets are addressed to the
other host, 'and the other 20% of the host packets 'are uniformly dispersed amongst the eight Ethemets.
In the following experiments we assume that 'all
buffers in the ATM configuntions, and the interface station buffers in the DQDB configurations, are infinite.
We, therefore, do not report packedcell loss statistics.
Even though such a performance merxwre is of importance in B-ISDN, setting ATM switch 'and DQDB configurations ,and parrmeters to ensure a f'air comp'uison
with finite buffers is not a simple m k . This issue is
currently under further study.
Table 1 shows the mean dehy (in slots) and delay
vari'mce experienced by Ethernet packets when the mecm
bit rate of each host is 27 Mb/s. (The 95% confidence
intervals for the mean values are within f 5% of the
presented values.) The fust set of results (station)
represent the elapsed time from packet generation to
delivery for packets transmitted from a station on one
Ethernet to a station on 'another Ethernet. The second set
of results (interface) represents the delay from when 'an

Ethernet packet is segmented at the source interface
module until it is reassembled at the destination interface
module. These results, then, represent delay incurred
within the interconnecting medium. Since all DQDB configurations are symmetric, 'and as the DQDB busses are
identical, we report station and interface delays for Bus A
only.
Delay Type

Station

Interface

Configuration

Mean Delay
(slots)

ATM-1
ATM-2
DQDR-1
DQDR-2
D(1DR-3

41 1
333
42 1
353
343

1.4
1.4
2.1 x
1.4 x
1.4 x

lo5

ATM-1
ATM-2
WDB-1
DQDR-2
DQDR-3

116

1.1
4.4 x
4.3
1.9 x
1.3 x

lo4
lo2
lo4
lo3
lo3

35
123
52
42

Delay
Variance

10'
105
10'
10'

Table 1
Delay statistics for Ethernet packets
We fust note that, for the scenario in Table 1, the
delays within the Ethernet portion of the network dominate the end-to-end delay perform'mce. (This Ethemet
delay is almost constant regardless of the configuration
or the interconnecting media - about 300 slots for the
scenario in Table 1.) For both interconnecting media,
both the stition and interface delays drop quite significantly as we isolate the traffk-intensive hosts (see results
for ATM-2, DQDB-2 'and DQDB-3). In fact, the interface delay becomes a sm'd fraction of the end-to-end
delay. This is further demonstrated by studying the
effect of host traffic on Ethernet packet delays. Figure 7
plots interface-to-interface delay for various loads provided by the host traffic. By isolating the trafficintensive hosts, the perform,ance experienced by Ethernet
packets becomes much less sensitive to the load.
Comparing the Ethernet interface-to-interface delay
for the different configurations, we note the following:
DQDB-2 clearly outperforms DQDB-1, a configuration with equivalent b'mdwidth. This is because the
delay perform'mce of DQDB stations is location
dependent [12]. As the hosts 'are traffic-intensive devices, the placement of these hosts in the middle of the
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While DQDB-2 was shown to outperform ATM-1 (a
configuration with equivalent bandwidth), it does not
provide uniform access delays for the different Ethernet interfaces. Figure 8 plots the interface delays of the
Ethemet interface modules for the different DQDB
configmtions. Note that except for DQDB-3, the
interface delay generally increases with the distance
from HOA. The use of erasure nodes (DQDB-3)
results in a more uniform interface delays. This effect
has been demonstrated earlier in [13].
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bus (DQDB-2) is more advcantageousto Ethernet interface modules. This, however, comes at the expense of
longer delays for host interface modules. (At host
mean bit-rate of 27 Mb/s, the average host packet
interface delay was 139 slots for DQDB-2 as opposed
to 101 slots for DQDB-1.)
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Not only does configuration DQDB-2 result in (an
improvement in Ethernet interface delay, that delay is
also less sensitive to the host load.
Little improvement in Ethernet delay performance is
achieved by isolating the host traffic using erasure
nodes (DQDB-3). This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 7. The use of emsure nodes, however, results in a
much improved host delay perform'ance, as more
b'andwidth is now available to the host interface
modules.

Figure 8
Ethernet packet interface delay
for different interface stations
We have compared the performance of ATM switches
,and DQDB as interconnecting media under similar network configurations (and traffic scenarios. Our observations show that ATM-2 outperforms all other configurations. This is because ATM-2 is the only configuration
that totally isohtes inter-host traffic from the rest of the
network. As the load and the number of devices in the
network increase, the expandability of ATM switches,
i.e., by using more switch ports, makes them a more
attractive interconnecting medium.

Isolating the host tr'affic also improves the delay varithe interconnecting medium. We note that
the delay vari'ance for ATM-2 is much lower thm for
the other configurations (see Table 1). As the load
increases, delay v"iances for DQDB configurations
increase more rapidly than for ATM-2.

‘ante within
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4: Conclusions and future work
We have developed a simulation model to study the
performance differences of ATM switches and DQDB as
interconnecting media for LAN/host interconnection.
Our results revealed that the placement of trafficintensive hosts greatly impacts the performance of interLAN traffic. When using ATM switches, such hosts
should not be multiplexed with LAN traffic. For interLAN traffic on DQDB, it is more advantageous to place
the hosts in the middle of the bus.
While our experiments show that ATM switches and
DQDB (with the proper configuration) have similar perform‘mce ch‘mcteristics, ATM switching has the following advantages. First, it provides more uniform delays
among interface stations as opposed to the locationdependent delays in DQDB. Second, an ATM interconnecting medium yields a lower delay vLarhtion. This is
signific‘mt because the public interconnecting medium
will need to provide acceptable delay variation to some
traffic types. Third, compared to shared medium DQDB,
ATM has a higher aggregate throughput because it
,allows multiple simultaneous d~tatransfers through the
switch. Moreover, switches may be interconnected to
further increase the aggregate capacity.
The interconnection of dissimilar LANs and devices
over a high-speed b‘xkbone has a number of inherent
problems. First, a high-speed device such as a file server
or a traffic-intensive host c‘m be sending a traffic stream
to a low-speed LAN, e.g., Ethernet. Second, more th‘m
one device or LAN may attempt to simultaneously communicate with the same device or LAN. Since the speed
of the backbone is much higher th‘m that of the individual LANs, packets may be admitted to the backbone
network, but could be dropped later at the destination
LAN interface module. Without M effective congestion
control mech‘mism, this c;m lead to performance degradzttion. Such a mechrmismrequires further investigation.
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